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COVID Propaganda Roundup: …And Then They Came For
the Kindergartners
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by Ben Bartee via The Daily Bell

The latest updates on the “new normal” – chronicling the lies, distortions, and abuses by
the ruling class.

“First they came for the grandmas, and I did not speak out—
Because I was not a grandma.

Then they came for the marines, and I did not speak out—
Because I was not a marine.

Then they came for the kindergartners, and I did not speak out—
Because I was not a kindergartner.

Then they came for me.”

The undisputed #1 global leader in medical rape, Warlord Fauci — who carries on the
legacy of Genghis Khan in the modern age — finally got the highly-anticipated green
light from a captured FDA panel to go after the kindergartners:

“The benefits of Pfizer’s COVID-19 vaccine for children ages 5 to 11
outweigh its risks, according to an independent panel of vaccine
experts* that advises the FDA.”

*”Independent panel of vaccine experts” = propaganda-speak for a consortium of
government-funded academics, industry insiders, and Big Pharma-funded
researchers with a vested interest in serving the biomedical agenda.

The FDA panelists’ big question:

“Dear Madam/Sir respected, vaunted expert panelist who relies on your
status in the good graces of the public health apparatus and Big Pharma for
your career and research funding, would you like to weigh in on whether
we should give the very same groups that you depend on for your
livelihood what they want. We need the stamp of approval of a true
independent thinker such as yourself to lend scientific credibility to our
injection agenda [wink, wink]. Because we respect the Science©. Your future
position with the research institute or lobbying firm of your choice definitely
doesn’t hang in the balance here [lol].”

The FDA wants you to know that they are serious, trustworthy guardians of the public
welfare. It’s totally not like the systemic, endemic corruption of the “trusted public
health experts” in government is how Big Pharma’s business gets
done (including price-fixing, looting the public treasury to fund private research, etc.) via
the revolving Big Pharma/regulatory/lobbying door. That’s a dangerous MAGA-fueled
conspiracy theory lie.

Exhibit A that the “FDA approval” game was rigged from the start: Warlord Fauci’s
NIH/CDC/Pfizer medical army openly, publicly plotted to inject the children and
organized the logistics to do so as early as October 20, long before the issue of
shooting up the kids had yet even passed through the formal approval process.

At the 08:20 mark, they admit to already having procured enough vaccine for every
single child in the US – down to the child-sized syringe needles and vials to shoot them
up with.

None of this, a fact which has somehow become a footnote in the larger public
conversation, is medically justified. As we have previously reported, a healthy child’s risk
of becoming seriously ill or dying is infinitesimally small — so tiny as to be statistically
irrelevant (2 in a million).

Via the New York Times:

“For children without a serious medical condition, the danger of severe
Covid is so low as to be difficult to quantify.”

Nonetheless, the vaxx agenda rolls on unimpeded by the Science©, so the White House
special-sized needles that it ordered are going into the kindergartners’ tiny arms.

Someday — after the world has awakened to the horrors in the process of being
unleashed upon the most vulnerable among us and the museums open to
commemorate the new Holocaust are built — it will be tiny little syringes instead of the
tiny little shoes currently on display at Auschwitz.

FDA Advisor: ‘We’re Never Going to Learn About How Safe the Vaccine
Is Unless We Start Giving It’
On October 26, the FDA panel of “independent experts” did the standard Kabuki
Theater fake news “will they/won’t they?” routine before voting 17-0 in favor of jabbing
the children, to give the impression of due diligence– even though any analyst worth his
salt knew back in 2020 that they would green-light these mRNA gene therapies for
children after getting through the adults.

FDA panelist Eric Rubin summed up the modern ethos of the FDA:

‘We’re never going to learn about how safe the vaccine is unless we
start giving it,’ Rubin said. ‘That’s just the way it goes, and that’s how we
found out about rare complications of other vaccines.'”

Above: Dr. Eric Rubin, FDA Panelist and New England Journal of Medicine (NEJM) and
NEJM Group as Editor-in-Chief, owner of the most trustworthy face in history

COVID Warlord Anthony Fauci Calls For Child Vaxx Mandates (After
Denying the Possibility of Mandatory Vaxxes Last Year)

Via CNN State of the Union:

“When [FDA approval] gets established, which I believe it certainly will  … I
believe that mandating vaccines for children to appear in school is a good
idea.”

Of course, above is the updated incarnation of Fauci’s position on child vaxx mandates,
who switches his “science-based” recommendations with the political winds. This was
Fauci just last year, in August 2020:

“I don’t think you’ll ever see a mandating of vaccine, particularly for the
general public… You cannot force someone to take a vaccine.”

So, what changed between then and now? Nothing except the sensed opportunity to
get more shots into more slaves’ arms. Back then, the social engineers predicted mass
pushback against going after the children (and the rest of the public) with mandatory
vaxxes.

But their calculations changed when they realized, given the brewing culture war, how
easy it would be to force the vaxx agenda on a sizeable enough portion of the
domesticated left, and then to leverage that popular support to shame and threaten the
holdouts into submission.

The lesson here is that they will push exactly as far as you let them – even as far
as vaxxing the babies, which is where this is all headed:

Peppa Pig Sets a Good Example, Gets Wrecked by the mRNA Gene
Therapy – For the Children, and For Science©
If your child goes full MAGA domestic terrorist and absolutely won’t sit still for the
injection, you can reassure them that their most trusted confidant, a weird postmodern
cartoon animal called Peppa Pig, got wrecked with the Fauci Ouchi too:

——————-

If the masks (which teachers have repeatedly been caught taping to children’s faces),
the social distancing, and the endless propaganda weren’t enough, when they come
with the needles, God willing, you’ll finally get it: your child’s physical and mental
well-being depends on you rescuing them from the public school system and a
sick society at large.

The only long-term solution here is the creation of a parallel society based on respect
for individual autonomy, as envisioned eloquently by Gab founder Andrew Torba.

Ben Bartee is a Bangkok-based American journalist with opposable thumbs. Follow his
stuff via his blog, Armageddon Prose, Substack, or Patreon.

You can help protect us from BIG TECH DE-PLATFORMING by joining our email
list.

This is the single biggest way to ensure we can't be silenced for speaking out against
censorship and corruption.

Plus, when you subscribe, you immediately receive TWO FREE TACTICAL
REPORTS:

1. Four Ways The Elite Control You in a Crisis

2. How to Infiltrate the Elite and Take Your Power Back
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"97% of all scientist agree with the people funding them" it's always follow
the money.
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WE GENOCIDED SOME FOLKS
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Take it back folks, Chris Sky took over a Canadian Tire store in BC,
notorious for beating a woman the week prior for not wearing a mask.

100s led by the RCMP and local police took over the store with Chris
Sky.

https://twitter.com/chrissaccoccia1/status/1455342089651195904
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Chris has been popular around the GHTA...good stuff!
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It's already happening indirectly. Here's Amanda's insanity. Pregnant breast
feeding 2 1/2 month old bragging about being experimentally injected 2 1/2
month old murdered as a consequence of the effects of the experimental
injection. Amanda has plenty of non-emotion to talk all day about the
murder.

https://streamable.com/hdyq78
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They're sterilizing these children. 

 

Uri Finberg
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Considering the fine work of the late Dr Josef Mengele, that would not
be first time.

Uncle Joe
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No vaxx propaganda article would be complete without this pfizer
commercial

https://youtu.be/Xm_gLd7MjP0
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Revolting... and comments turned off of course!

I reported the video to YT as Child Abuse

and then again as Harmful or Dangerous Acts (Pharmaceutical or
Drug Abuse)

 

Could also have gone with Promotes Terrorism or Violent or Repulsive
Content

Call me Norm
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CHINA HIGH YIELD - WE HAVE A
PULSE

Source: Refinitiv

China high yield corporate ETF, KHYB, is
putting in the biggest squeeze higher
since Evergrande hit the world.
Sure, from extremely depressed levels,…
but a bounce is a bounce.
We stick to our KHYB logic outlined
earlier this week when we wrote:
"Could it be time to "bargain" hunt some
China high yield?".
There is more room to squeeze in order
to catch up to the HK property index.

19h ago at 10:35
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TPTB have gamed this scenario out and when the public rises up
against the damage of the vaccines, there will be no apologies.  Only
praise for those who stepped up to be test subjects.  The messaging is
already starting.  The kids in the vaccine trials are "superheros."

Gaming the outcome of the deadly vaccines was done in the 2010
Rockefeller white paper:
https://www.nommeraadio.ee/meedia/pdf/RRS/Rockefeller%20Found
ation.pdf

Or in the SPARS simulation: https://forbiddenknowledgetv.net/wp-
content/uploads/2021/04/spars-pandemic-scenario-copy.pdf

Can't remember which one. 
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I think it was the Spars simulation.
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I did not see Maddie de Graray in the Pfizer kids commercial, in fact I
did not see her data point in Pfizer's children's clinical trial data
submitted to the FDA last week, she sort of was in the Pfizer trial and
then disappeared after getting sick from the vax.

https://www.foxnews.com/media/ohio-woman-daughter-covid-
vaccine-reaction-wheelchair

https://www.theguardian.com/business/2009/sep/02/pfizer-drugs-us-
criminal-fine
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Dr. Eric Rubin, FDA Panelist is a member of the little hat gang.

Every head of every pharmaceutical company is a member of the same. 
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All in the pointy club.
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Giving these shots to vulnerable children, especially those with
immunodeficiencies, is so outlandishly unsafe and scientifically unwarranted
these people should all be thrown in the can.   

There are studies which show these shots do damage to our immune
systems.  What will happen to these children?  Who knows.   They don't do
safety studies anymore.  
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There is video of Fauci a while back (2019?) saying that studies take
way too long, and that they needed a way to get meds into the arms of
willing victims quicker and more effectively. The answer was... a
pandemic.

So handy! More Big Pharma billionaires!
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I'm reminded of the Robert Conrad commercial from years ago.  You
remember, the Eveready battery one: "Come on, I dare ya."
Somebody's gonna come after some of these experts with a machete,
and they won't be knocking a battery off their shoulder!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HA6mksFu2vc
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This will be another wedge in our society.  How many parents are going to
be arguing with each other about whether or not to get the kids vaccinated?

#RecallVaccine

Make Vaccine Manufacturers Liable Again!
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If they made these vax manufacturers liable for death and injury, they
might actually do a proper safety study.   

MrBoompi
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why would they do that to their partners?

curmudgery
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And that is the real truth MrBoompi.

Accountability only comes through the true cost.

They launched a failed vaxx it did not protect as they said.

Then they threw a bandaid on it with a booster shot.

For children they doubled down on the bandaid by adding
tromethamine to stop heart attacks.

And they paid not one penny for their failures.

Because the medical establishment went all in on all the above
I have decided the only person to decide my health is me and
nobody else. I would rather break the neck of a pill pusher than
follow blindly their advice.
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It's been at least 10,000 years since our species has experienced any real
consequences from stupidity.  So it's probably not surprising, the level of
misplaced trust, complacency and moronity that people generally have
these days.

But as the effects of this experimental medication are becoming more clear
with each broken person and destroyed life revealed on social media. Those
who are only lives instinctively rather than mindfully are about to be "woken"
in the most brutal manner imaginable.

We warned them.  Remind them of that whenever they ask you "why?" even
only rhetorically.
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These clowns sit in an ivory tower where they are shielded from the
effects of their decisions, protected by their overlord bosses and MSM.
 

If they start ending up dead, it'll be called terrorism.  If they kill one of
my grandchildren or another family member, they'll deserve it.   
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They have already killed millions. They don't have to kill anybody in
your family to deserve death. They have long passed that point.
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My Dad was Old Fashioned, he said "Never trust anyone with a Tie",
and he specifically added  " and that includes the Preachers "

Wise advice I still use it today.
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next up: 0-4 year olds.

Juan DesMadre
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Soon they will simply inject your testicles.

This will effectively "vaccinate" your great, great grandchildren.
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Oh you know Fauci is rubbing his hands together with a wild
cackle...thinking of all those defenseless 6 month old babies he can
kill.
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Follow the $cience!
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Newsom, after he stole the recall, said he will begin rolling out and
mandating jabs for children down to 6 months old as soon as it’s approved.
There was no doubt in his statement of whether it would be a matter of if it’s
approved, but when. And his confidence suggested it would be sooner than
later.

Anyone who thinks this is based on science is truly a Darwin candidate at
this point. 
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Would that be Darwin, Australia?
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First they came for Weapons, and I did not speak out ...
    Because I did not want to fight any-more.

Then they came for Privacy, and I did not speak out ...
    Because I had nothing to hide.

Then they came for Freedom, and I did not speak out ...
    Because I was given security by the State.

Then they came for Dignity, and I did not speak out ...
    Because I was told that pride was a sin.

Finally they came for what little remained dear to me ... 
    And I could do nothing to stop them.
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It's getting embarrassing to be an expert these days!

Note to self:  Skip the PhD program.
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Now you know why Pol Pot offed the most educated.
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This is a doctor from the Mayo Clinic explaining  the dangers of the
vaccines.   He has a lot of credibility and it would pay to circulate this video
to the Vaxx people.

 https://www.bitchute.com/video/TsdTTHJteilw/?
fbclid=IwAR30_KUQRI8aTmqGsjExkkgKmwIDRz9GQAYCZ_NYo3X0BEyZgF
trtBFhdAo  
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The Clintons need more stem cells.
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These animals need to be culled.

Sprumford
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Yep. Culled, shunned, and separated from. These people are pure evil.

& that includes the parents who allow their children to be given these
shots.
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The way people treat animals is the way people would treat other people if
they could get away with it - and apparently this explains Fauci.
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Now that you mention it, it's why we have all the death and destruction
world wide.  Americans are schitzo when it comes to animals.  Dogs,
cats and some birds are golden, have personalitites, garner memorials
upon death, and are generally treated like family members.  Ditto for
those folks in India and their cows.  The Chinese?  They eat all of the
above and then some.

I've heard once upon a time, butchers could not sit on juries.  Killing
animals for sense gratification is sinful/karmic and using animals for
sense gratification lessens feelings of empathy, sympathy, etc. towards
others.  It's one thing to eat flesh food if there is nothing else to eat; it's
another thing entirely to eat flesh food purely for enjoyment.

So, yeah, the way people treat animals means they would treat people
the same way.

Let that sink in.
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Immune system deniers.

Survival Shield X2
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The approval of the Jab for children is a crime against humanity.  Actually,
approval for anyone is, but this approval is especially horrific. I hope the
money these b*astards got for approving it was worth selling their souls.
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So again, "rare" breakthrough cases...what is systematically occurring is
actually weakened immune systems. This is speculation, but evidence
based (i.e. review of various infection, hospitalization, deaths by "gene
therapy" status)  I know a lot of individuals personally that caught the bug
post "vaxx"...more than natural infection actually (and I know a few of those)

READ: They need to jab the kids as they are the first line of herd immunity
defense. With the young and the children compromised, we WILL see higher
elderly deaths...and that is the plan...then everyone must get their
mandatory boosters...this will take time, a few years to weaken
everyone...but you see the end game. These are EVIL spirits at work here
folks...but you already knew that.
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There is a test for this but I bet no fully vaxxed person has had it
checked.

You measure the CD4/CD8 T-cell ratio and if it is falling then you have
an immune system problem that you can liken too aids. (ADE). You
become more prone too disease and it gets worse.

The booster shots are being used to prop this up to keep people alive
a little longer but you are too all intents and purposes now a booster
shot junky where the consequences will be far higher if you refuse.

Yes it will be a cull because every cumulative injury from a vaccine will
shorten the lives of those living more so if the immune system is now in
terminal decline like having aids.
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The hill to die on people. If not now, when?

Hey Assholes
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WE NEED TO STOP THIS MURDEROUS PROTOCOL - EVERYONE'S LIVES
ARE THREATENED NOW

“Dr. Bryan Ardis recently lost his father-in-law to a hospital who forced
COVID protocols on him. He has done extensive studies on the drug
Remdesivir and Anthony Fauci's criminal activities in forcing hospitals to use
this dangerous drug, while banning other more effective drugs that are
safe.” 

https://www.bitchute.com/video/zFjOc4B7sz2i/
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Pfizer Adds Ingredient Used To Stabilize Heart Attack Victims In Vax For
Kids 

Tromethamine (Tris) is a blood acid reducer which is used to stabilize people
with heart attacks.

Here are known side effects:

Respiratory depression, local irritation, tissue inflammation, injection site
infection, febrile response, chemical phlebitis, venospasm (vein spasms),
hypervolemia, IV thrombosis, extravasation (with possible necrosis and
sloughing of tissues), transient decreases in blood glucose concentrations,
hypoglycemia, and hepatocellular necrosis with infusion via low-lying
umbilical venous catheters.

https://principia-scientific.com/pfizer-adds-ingredient-used-to-
stabilize-heart-attack-victims-in-vax-for-kids/
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Pfizer's control group of 2300 kids showed zero deaths and zero
hospitalizations on their application to the FDA for kids to be injected.  Yet
the Pfizer picked/bribed FDA board voted to approve a shot with known
health risks to kids even though Pfizer proved they are not at risk from
covid...
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fu(7ing   SICKOS!!!!!
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